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It also provides a brief historical overview of Iran since the Chapter Four provides an overview of Iran's economy,
examining the country's economic long been the subject of intense debate, yet it defies straightforward explanation. Its .
involve the exploitation of natural resources. organised protest.

Noting that reports by the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees UNHCR and IOM
pointed to a rise in organized crime in refugee and displaced person camps, he said that ending human
trafficking required implementation of resolution  Report of the International Seminar. There was also a need
to invigorate efforts to implement existing legal architecture. Human trafficking in situations of conflict
undermined the rule of law and led to other organized crime, further increasing regional insecurity. Good
governance required good coordination among neighbouring countries and regions, especially among justice
systems and executive branches. Given the volume of human displacement and the increased vulnerability of
potential victims in the refugee and migratory flows, Member States and international organizations must
focus primarily on prevention. Facts and Figures on Women, Poverty and Economics. Beyond numbers was
the human toll of lives cut short and families and societies torn apart amid gross violations of human rights
and international humanitarian law, he pointed out. The plan also sought to protect women and girls from
violence, and contained such actions on human trafficking as cooperation with bilateral partners to embed
experts into the national police and justice systems. Authors acknowledge university financial support. There
was need to investigate, prosecute and convict those who trafficked in human merchandise, and to ensure that
victims were treated as rights holders, she said. Countries must devote greater resources to identifying and
helping victims, and the international community must continue to build the capacities to improve
criminal-justice actions to detect, investigate and successfully prosecute human trafficking cases. Just as the
lake reaches a greater depth in the south, the nearby land reaches a greater height. The main problem of
trafficking today was how to define it, he said, noting that the United Nations had, indeed, been worrying
about the most accurate term to use for human trafficking. It has however signed separate Memoranda of
Understanding with the International Organization of Migration and the International Labour Organization to
enhance the capacity of its institutions in combatting human trafficking and on security cooperation with
Turkey and Afghanistan focusing, among other things, on campaigns against human trafficking at bilateral and
regional levels. Calling on States that had not yet done so to sign and ratify relevant instruments to ensure the
prosecution of perpetrators, he expressed support efforts that aimed at preventing violations, including sexual
violence. Belarus called on all States to prepare seriously and constructively to discuss the October review of
the Global Plan of Action in the General Assembly. New Delhi: Gyan Publishing House;  Kidnapping was a
typical means of extortion, he said, adding that criminal and terrorist groups were adept at using mobile
money-transfer systems to collect ransoms. The Program of Action, International Conference on Population
and Development PoA, ICPD stresses that the empowerment of women and the expansion of their political,
social, economic, and health status are not only significantly important issues for themselves, but are vital for
the achievement of sustainable human development United Nations Population Information Network, c. The
international community had mechanisms including the Group of Friends United against Human Trafficking.
Trafficking was not just affected by man-made or natural disasters; it was a direct consequence of them.
Economic Empowerment Economic empowerment implies that women are able to take on productive
activities that confer some degree of financial independence, however, small and burdensome they may be
initially United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization [UNESCO],  However, in many
developing countries women make up a large proportion of agricultural employees, often as unpaid family
workers. Increased humanitarian and development support should be provided to refugee-hosting countries, as
well as transit and origin countries. Aug 10, [ Google Scholar ] Article 9. A multilateral treaty for mutual legal
assistance and extradition for domestic prosecution of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes
would help facilitate better cooperation among States in investigating and prosecuting trafficking. World
Health Organization. National plans were needed to enable police, other law-enforcement entities and national
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judicial systems to combat human trafficking, she said, stressing that the fight required placing victims at the
centre and preserving evidence. According to Islamic penal code, diyyeh is the financial compensation a
person must pay when he or she inadvertently causes physical injury to another. Bull World Health Organ. He
reiterated the demand to end the supply of financial and logistical support to terrorists. By , Israel had ended
such abuse by applying prevention, prosecution and rehabilitation. Aug 10, [ Google Scholar ] Article 7.
Providing a snapshot of the situation in Ukraine, he recalled that IOM had launched a counter-trafficking
programme in , with a view to supporting governmental and civil-society efforts, and to ensure victims had
access to assistance and justice. Among them was recognition that national criminal justice responses might
need to be supported by other forms of Council leverage â€” normative, financial and technological. Women,
Education and Empowerment: Pathways towards Autonomy. To the ancient Greeks and Persians, the lake's
immense size suggested it was an ocean, hence its name. He advocated respect for Article IV of the United
Nations Charter to address underlying causes, Government responsibility to protect the rights of refugees and
migrants, and reinforcing existing laws against all illegal acts, especially racially motivated crimes against
migrants. He urged all countries to step up efforts to identify human trafficking operations. Jun 27, [ Google
Scholar ] Article 2. The Council had a duty to end the instability in which modern slavery flourished, but
individual Member States must also live up to their responsibility to strengthen national systems for
identifying and prosecuting perpetrators. The lack of serious efforts to bring perpetrators to justice of such acts
of genocide and massive human rights violations left many wondering how many more atrocities could be
tolerated before victims obtained rescue, protection and justice.


